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Text 9 Steve Jobs told students: 'Stay hungry. Stay foolish.'

Stay foolish.' The Washington Post, September 5th 2011. Steve Jobs, the late Apple co-founder revealed in a commencement speech at Stanford University in ... 
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Text 9 Steve Jobs told students: ‘Stay hungry. Stay foolish.’ The Washington Post, September 5th 2011 Steve Jobs, the late Apple co-founder revealed in a commencement speech at Stanford University in 2005 why he dropped out of college - and why he thought it was one of the best things he ever did. Yet he had other advice for the students. Jobs started that speech by talking about being adopted as a baby, and why, 17 years later, he attended Reed College in Oregon for only six months before dropping out. He said: “My biological mother was a young, unwed college graduate student, and she decided to put me up for adoption. She felt very strongly that I should be adopted by college graduates but later found out that my mother had never graduated from college and that my father had never graduated from high school. She refused to sign the final adoption papers. She only relented when my parents promised that I would someday go to college.” “And 17 years later I did go to college. But I naively chose a college that was almost as expensive as Stanford, and all of my working-class parents’ savings were being spent on my college tuition. After six months, I couldn’t see the value in it. So I decided to drop out and the minute I dropped out I could stop taking the required classes that didn’t interest me, and begin dropping in on the ones that looked interesting. And much of what I stumbled into by following my curiosity and intuition turned out to be priceless later on. Let me give you one example. “Reed College at that time offered perhaps the best calligraphy instruction in the country. Because I had dropped out and didn’t have to take the normal classes, I decided to take a calligraphy class to learn how to do this. It was beautiful, historical, artistically subtle in a way that science can’t capture, and I found it fascinating. “None of this had even a hope of any practical application in my life. But 10 years later, when we were designing the first Macintosh computer, it all came back to me. And we designed it all into the Mac.” At the end of the speech, his advice to the students went like this: “And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary. “When I was young, there was an amazing publication called 'The Whole Earth Catalog', which was one of the bibles of my generation. This was in the late 1960’s so it was all made with typewriters, scissors, and Polaroid cameras. It was sort of like Google in paperback form, 35 years before Google came along: it was idealistic, and overflowing with neat tools and great notions. On the back cover of their final issue was a photograph of an early morning country road, the kind you might find yourself hitchhiking on if you were so adventurous. Beneath it were the words: “Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.” It was their farewell message as they signed off. Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish. And I have always wished that for myself. And now, as you graduate to begin anew, I wish that for you. Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.” 2992 signes
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Stay-Stay-Stay ! 

Apr 22, 2013 - Stay-Stay-Stay ! ChorÃ©graphe(s): Niels Poulsen - Lene Mainz - Randi Oestergaard. Line Dance : 32 temps - 4 murs Two step - traduction JP 21 ...
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Stay Stay Stay! 

(Version Francaise). 32 Comptes, 4 Murs, dÃ©butant+. Choreographer: Niels Poulsen (Danemark) Nov 2012. Choreographed to: Stay Stay Stay par Taylor Swift.
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DÃ‰COUVREZ HUNGRY AND FOOLISH 

5 sept. 2016 - Forte d'une Ã©quipe de 40 collaborateurs, elle peut Ã©galement s'appuyer sur un portefeuille de clients consolidÃ© (ex-Ledouze) parmi lesquels BNP Paribas,. Jack Daniel's, General Electric, Winamax, Philips, Michelin, Bosch, Ada, LeCab
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stay beautiful and creative 

Youtubeuse DIY & Lifestyle w/ 62k. Marseille,. Snap : GirlySamiou. [email protected]. #teamoonlight. Ma derniÃ¨re vidÃ©o ...
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DÃ‰COUVREZ HUNGRY AND FOOLISH 

5 sept. 2016 - qui prend notamment la forme d'un nouvel espace de travail et de ... aux nouveaux enjeux du travail collaboratif (et inspirÃ© des startups.
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Steve Jobs 

May 10, 2011 - bone marrow transplant (live donor); mechanical circulatory support instead of heart transplant; regenerative medicine to grow tissues and help ...
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Steve Jobs: think different 

Oct 6, 2011 - debate for years to come. One of ... It is unquestionably true that Jobs's first skill was his capacity to persuade: the ability to create ... office tools, they were instruments of fun: what you would expect an ex-hippy to want in his.
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Where I hung out during my stay 

are Edith Piaf, Oscar Wilde, Jim Morrison amm buried. 16 rue du Repos, Paris, ÃŽle-de-France. +33 1 43 15 81 81 www.pere-lachaise.com. 9 DU PAIN ET DES ...
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rester vivant to stay alive catalogue dexposition 

Are you looking for rester vivant to stay alive catalogue dexposition evenement au palais de PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download rester vivant to stay ...
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enjoy your stay sugartown dbid 92ldj 
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How Steve Jobs changed capitalism 

Oct 6, 2011 - No one thought they wanted the first desktop Mac, iPod, iPhone or iPad before they existed. Jobs repeatedly created things that people came to ...
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Stay safe! Guide Ã  l'usage des volontaires - ReliefWeb 

chaleur excessive, froid, moustiques, stress, maladies sexuellement trans- missibles, Ã©pidÃ©mies, etc. 2. incidents de .... courtois, impartial et neutre est la rÃ¨gle d'or. Les volontaires doivent s'abstenir de porter ..... piqÃ»re de moustique, ma
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Stay Quiet and You'll Be Okay - ac-matra 

Jun 3, 2015 - "Stay Quiet and You'll Be Okay" :: SteynOnline http://www.steynonline.com/6943/stay-quiet-and-youll-be-okay. 1/5. "Stay Quiet and You'll Be ...
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Reforms vital for Vietnamese economy to stay on track - aejjr 

Apr 16, 2014 - develop backward linkages, enhancing flexibility in catering to changes in international consumer tastes, and reducing the reliance on imported ...
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stay safe this canada day weekend - Ontario Power Generation 

29 juin 2016 - When heading out this Canada. Day weekend respect the ... Charges can and have been laid in cases where people trespass.â€� OPG owns and ...
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Stay safe! Guide à l'usage des volontaires - Ayoub Ben Khiroun 

mesures prises contre le sabotage, la criminalité et les attaques. ..... important de reconnaître les signaux d'alerte qu'émet votre organisme et ceux que les autres ..... volontariat a été la réponse d'Henry Dunant à la tragédie humanitaire dont il 
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rester vivant to stay alive catalogue dexposition evenement au 

This particular Rester Vivant To Stay Alive Catalogue Dexposition Evenement Au Palais De Tokyo PDF start with. Introduction, Brief Session till the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, when presented. It's goi
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stay safe this canada day weekend - Ontario Power Generation 

29 juin 2016 - de reflux peuvent se produire rapidement. GrÃ¢ce Ã  ses installations nuclÃ©aires, hydroÃ©lectriques et bioÃ©nergÃ©tiques, OPG fournit prÃ¨s de la moitiÃ© de l'Ã©lectricitÃ© dont l'Ontario a besoin. L'Ã©lectricitÃ© produite par OPG est
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Stay safe! Guide à l'usage des volontaires - Ayoub Ben Khiroun 

L'exposition aux rayons ultraviolets peut causer de graves coups de soleil, surtout chez les personnes à peau claire. ..... lampe de poche et piles de rechange.
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how long will adderall stay in system for drug test 

50 mg of adderall in one day the earth adderall xr vs vyvanse appetite ... effects of taking adderall with zoloft overdose. 70 mg vyvanse vs 30 mg adderall ir.
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stay safe this canada day weekend - Ontario Power Generation 

29 juin 2016 - Toronto – Happy Canada Day from all of us at Ontario Power Generation (OPG). If you plan to celebrate our country's 149th birthday on the ...
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enjoy your stay sugartown 2 carmen jenner dbid o9s 
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steve jobs 75 conseils et inspirations pour reussir 

Read and Save Ebook steve jobs 75 conseils et inspirations pour reussir french as PDF for free at Online Ebook Library. Get steve jobs. 75 conseils et ...
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les 4 vies de steve jobs biographie french pdf 

Legal les 4 vies de steve jobs biographie french eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook Library. Get les 4 vies de steve jobs biographie french ...
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